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Executive Summary
Anne Arundel County initiated the Waugh Chapel Road Transportation Facility Planning study with the
objective to improve safety, traffic operations, and accessibility for all modes of transportation on Waugh
Chapel Road from Waugh Chapel Shopping Center to the existing and planned neighborhoods to the
west. The limits of this Waugh Chapel Road study corridor are from Maytime Drive to New Market Lane.
The study focuses on a multimodal, context-sensitive approach to identify and recommend improvements
to the existing corridor that strike a balance between future vehicular traffic and pedestrian/bicyclists to
enhance safety and connectivity for all modes of transportation.

This Future Conditions Report, which builds upon the May 2018 Existing Conditions Report, summarizes
preferred alternative concepts and how they can address the purpose and need of the project as well as
the process of developing, analyzing, and prioritizing improvement alternatives. The County will use the
recommendations of this report to identify potential projects to move forward for implementation based on
the County’s priorities and funding opportunities.

The following summarizes the key findings (existing conditions) and recommendations based on the
future (2040) conditions analysis for the Waugh Chapel Road study corridor:

§ Key Findings (Existing Conditions)

§ The roadway segments studied along Waugh Chapel Road operate at level-of-service (LOS)
D/E. The peak-hour demand on Waugh Chapel Road is heavy for a two-lane facility.

§ During the AM peak hour, the segments east of Symphony Lane operate worse than the
western segment, from Maytime Drive to Symphony Lane, due to higher truck traffic and
overall.

§ During the PM peak, all segments operate at LOS E in both directions.
§ Results of field observations did not reveal issues with corridor LOS along Waugh Chapel

Road. There was very little delay along the corridor during the peak periods, except for an
approximate 15-minute period between 7:50 and 8:05 AM at the intersection of Waugh
Chapel Road and Symphony Lane. This delay is mostly attributed to the traffic associated
with the School of the Incarnation.

§ Existing traffic volumes at the intersection of Silver Way/Macmullen Drive and Waugh Chapel
Road do not warrant a traffic signal.

§ There are several gaps in the sidewalk network along Waugh Chapel Road, yet there is
demand for sidewalks, as evidenced by pedestrians walking along the shoulder of Waugh
Chapel Road.

§ While bicycles can be accommodated on portions of the paved shoulder areas along Waugh
Chapel Road east of Macmullen Drive, there are areas without shoulders to the west that do
not provide adequate bicycling conditions.

§ Speeding in the corridor, based on 85th-percentile speeds, in conjunction with roadway
horizontal alignment may present potential risks to safety at the intersections as well as future
proposed pedestrian and bicycle improvements.

§ Reported crashes along the corridor are focused around intersections and driveways.
Excluding crashes near MD 3, crashes at the intersection of New Market Lane/Wigeon Way
represented more than 35% of the crashes in the corridor and most of the rear-end and angle
crashes. Most of the single-vehicle crashes occurred between Maytime Drive and Silver
Way/Macmullen Drive. Roadway horizontal curves and speeding are contributing factors.
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§ Recommendations Based on Future (2040) Conditions

§ Intersection Preferred Alternatives. The recommended alternatives provide for safe and
efficient access to and from Waugh Chapel Road and side streets at the key study area
intersections. The improvements address existing issues related to intersection sight distance
and operations as well as potential future capacity issues due to anticipated increases in
traffic associated with the completion of Summerfield, Chapel Way, and other developments
in the vicinity of the corridor, while also accommodating the needs of non-motorized users.

§ Maytime Drive – implement lane use changes and minor signal phasing adjustments
§ Symphony Lane/Silver Way – implement minor signal timing adjustments
§ Silver Way/Macmullen Drive – awaiting public feedback
§ Summerfield Road – install a traffic signal
§ New Market Lane/Wigeon Way – revise lane designations and modify pedestrian signal

phasing

§ Multimodal. The lack of connected sidewalks on Waugh Chapel Road in the study area is a
critical gap to address with potential roadway improvements. Dedicated bicycle facilities or
shared use paths are needed along Waugh Chapel Road to provide protection for bicyclists
and connectivity for the bicycle network linking to the regional trail and transit system. These
recommendations are consistent with the county’s 2013 Pedestrian and Bicycle Master Plan.

§ Cross-sections that include sidewalks and bike paths were developed to accommodate
non-motorized users.

§ Network Connectivity. The continued growth in the western portion of the County, as well
as newer developments in the area, including future phases of Waugh Chapel Towne Center,
Summerfield, and Two Rivers, will continue to place pressure on Waugh Chapel Road. An
additional connection to MD 3 is needed to relieve this pressure in the future.

§ During the course of this study, the possibility of including a connection from Waugh
Chapel Shopping Center to Summerfield Road surfaced as a means to provide network
connectivity. In August 2018, the County recorded a plat, prepared for Waugh Chapel
Towne Centre II – Phase 2A, that includes dedicated public right-of-way (ROW) for
Brickhead Road to connect Evergreen Road from the south to the future extension of
Summerfield Road to the north.

§ The study team also discussed two other potential future connections:
§ Providing a connection from Brickhead Road to Waugh Chapel Road east of the

Reliable Construction plant
§ Extending Evergreen Road to Strawberry Lake Way
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Chapter 1 Purpose and Need Statement
Based on the existing conditions and 2040 No-Build analyses (see Existing Conditions Report, May
2018), the study team identified the need for developing viable and cost-effective improvements to
address traffic operations, safety, multimodal, and network connectivity issues. This chapter discusses
the purpose and need, which provides basis for developing, screening, and analyzing alternative
improvement concepts.

TRAFFIC OPERATIONS AND SAFETY
The study team identified the need to improve traffic
operations and safety in the following areas.

§ To improve access for side street traffic at
intersections that experience excessive delay
and safety issues

§ To provide safer access for all modes of
transportation at the intersections

§ To provide LOS D or better for vehicular traffic
at study intersections in 2040 by improving
operations, without adding through lanes to the
Waugh Chapel Road mainline

§ To address geometric issues at intersections
and in mid-block areas that present safety
concerns

MULTIMODAL
The study team identified the following areas in need of
multimodal improvements.

§ To provide continuous and safe access for
pedestrians and bicyclists along the length of
Waugh Chapel Road

§ To provide safe crossing opportunities for
pedestrians and bicyclists at intersections

NETWORK CONNECTIVITY
The need for improving network connectivity in the
study area were identified as follows.

§ To identify alternative route(s) that would connect MD 3 with residential and employment centers
west of the Waugh Chapel Road study area to relieve potential congestion on Waugh Chapel
Road near MD 3 in year 2040

§ To provide parallel or off-street multimodal facilities that provide a safe environment for bicyclists
and pedestrians to access Waugh Chapel Shopping Center
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Chapter 2 Future Conditions Alternatives Analysis
Following the purpose and needs statement, the study team started developing future improvement
alternatives for the study intersections, multimodal facilities along the corridor, and network connectivity in
the study area. The following sections describe the process in which the alternative concepts were
developed, screened, and analyzed. The outcomes and findings from the alternative screening and
analysis provided the basis for selecting preferred alternatives for the corridor for all roadway users.
Forecast traffic volumes for year 2040 were used to develop and evaluate alternatives.

DEVELOPMENT OF PRELIMINARY ALTERNATIVES

Intersection Improvement Concepts
The study team developed up to three types of initial improvement concepts: 1) turn lanes and other small
geometric improvements; 2) signal phasing and timing adjustments; and 3) new traffic signal or
roundabout. Small geometric and signal operations improvements are generally more cost-effective and
easier to implement than intersection redesign projects. However, constructing a new traffic signal or
installing a roundabout can provide safety and operational benefits for all road users. From a corridor
point of view, both signals and roundabouts offer potential opportunities to slow traffic, thus improving
safety along the corridor for vulnerable road users. A roundabout, if designed appropriately, reduces the
number of potential conflict points at an intersection and offers safety benefits to all road users, including
bicyclists and pedestrians. The development of these intersection improvement alternatives considers
ROW constraints to the extent possible, as well as needs for motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians.
Elements considered to develop initial improvement concepts are shown in Table 1 and described in
more detail following the table.

Table 1. Initial Improvement Concepts Proposed for Developing Intersection Alternatives

Intersection Issues Proposed Initial Improvement Concepts

Maytime Drive
Conflicting left-
turning traffic on
the side streets

1) Revise pavement markings for the NB approach to
delineate a left-turn lane and a shared through/right-turn lane
2) Modify NB/SB signal phasing to allow for protected-
permissive left-turn movements
3) Add WB exclusive right-turn lane
4) Revise pavement markings for the EB approach to widen
right-turn lane to meet current design standards
5) Construct a roundabout

Symphony Lane

Congestion during
morning and
afternoon school
drop-off and pick-
up periods

1) Change NB/SB signal phasing to split phasing
2) Signal timing optimization (e.g. reduce NB/SB green time,
and increase EB green time)
3) Restrict right-turn-on-red for EB Waugh Chapel Road
during AM peak (7:00 to 9:00 AM)
4) Signalize EB right-turn movement for protected phasing.
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Intersection Issues Proposed Initial Improvement Concepts

Macmullen
Drive/Silver Way

Lack of acceptable
gaps for side
street traffic
turning onto
Waugh Chapel
Road

Difficult for
westbound traffic
to turn left onto
Macmullen Drive

Limited
intersection sight
distance for
northbound
approach looking
east

1) Add WB exclusive left-turn lane
2) Install a traffic signal
3) Construct a roundabout
4) Restrict Silver Way to right-in/right-out
5) Construct a “Continuous Green T” intersection for left turns
into and out of Macmullen while restricting other left-turn
movements

Summerfield
Road

Lack of acceptable
gaps for side
street traffic
turning onto
Waugh Chapel
Road

Difficult for
westbound traffic
to turn left onto
Summerfield Road

1) Provide pavement markings for an exclusive WB left-turn
lane and EB exclusive right-turn lane (design plans
subsequently submitted by Summerfield developer)
2) Install a traffic signal
3) Construct a roundabout

New Market
Lane/Wigeon

Way

Peak-period
congestion

Difficulty for
pedestrians
crossing due to
turning traffic

1) Change EB/WB left-turn phases to protected only
2) Extend WB left-turn lane storage by 200 feet
3) Expand splitter island at easternmost Carrolls Creek
entrance to reflect mandatory right-turn lane (per signing)
and to eliminate impression of continuous right-turn lane from
MD 3 to Wigeon Way.
4) Offset NB/SB approach to remove geometric conflicts
between NB/SB left-turns, and change NB/SB signal phase
from split phasing to protected left-turn phasing
5) Revise pavement markings for the NB approach to provide
two exclusive left-turn lanes and one shared right-
turn/through lane, OR two exclusive left-turn lanes, one
shared right-turn/through lane, and one exclusive right-turn
lane
6) Provide leading pedestrian interval so pedestrians can
enter crosswalk before vehicles receive green phase to
improve motorist visibility of pedestrians
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Maytime Drive and Waugh Chapel Road

This intersection operates at an acceptable LOS under 2040 No-Build conditions; however, the study
team considered alternatives that would minimize turning conflicts and thereby improve safety at the
intersection. The proposed concepts included turn lane and signal phasing improvements and a
roundabout. The signal phasing and turn lane improvement aims to address conflicts associated with the
permissive left-turn movements on the northbound and southbound approaches. A roundabout concept
was also developed as a means to reduce turning conflicts and speeds. Although the ROW at this
intersection can potentially accommodate a roundabout, the roundabout footprint is large, and the
geometry affects the through movement on Waugh Chapel Road. The study team also considered adding
a westbound right-turn lane and widening the eastbound right-turn lane (does not meet current design
standards).

Symphony Lane and Waugh Chapel Road

This intersection operates at an acceptable LOS in 2040 with optimized signal timing. Although angle
crashes were not the predominant reported crash type at this intersection, to address the existing
observed conflicts between the heavy westbound left-turn movement and eastbound right-turn movement
in the AM peak (heading to School of the Incarnation), the team proposed two options: 1) prohibiting right-
turn-on-red during AM peak or 2) adding a protected eastbound right-turn arrow.

In addition, during school drop-off and pick-up times, vehicles exiting the neighborhood from the north
were observed to have few gaps available to turn left due to the high volumes arriving from the south
exiting the school. The study team considered changing the existing northbound/southbound permissive
left-turn phasing to split phasing to mitigate conflicts and delays.

Finally, to better accommodate a bike lane with the existing eastbound right-turn lane to Symphony Lane,
the study team explored the possibility of removing the eastbound left-turn lane to Silver Way.

Macmullen Drive and Waugh Chapel Road

The side streets at this intersection will experience excessive delay in 2040 with the projected growth of
traffic on Waugh Chapel Road. The existing sight distance constraint due to the horizontal curve to the
east presents an additional challenge to left turns from both Waugh Chapel Road and the side streets
without protected traffic control. Three alternatives were sought at this intersection.

A westbound left-turn lane was proposed to prevent left-turning vehicles from blocking westbound through
traffic on Waugh Chapel Road. Although the intersection does not warrant a traffic signal based on
existing or future traffic volumes (per the Maryland Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices
(MdMUTCD), a traffic signal would help side street traffic turn onto Waugh Chapel Road and improve
operations, as well as potentially slow through traffic; therefore, signalization was considered as an
alternative.

To minimize conflicts between turning traffic and through traffic and to slow speeds in the area, the study
team also considered a roundabout. Finally, the team investigated the potential to reduce turning
movements at the intersection by restricting eastbound left turns at Silver Way and modifying the
entrance to a right-turn-in/right-turn-out design. As part of this modification, there also is a potential to
shelter the left turns out of Chapel Creek with a median along Waugh Chapel Road, known as a
“Continuous Green T.”
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Summerfield Road and Waugh Chapel Road

Summerfield Road is expected to experience excessive delay in 2040 if there are no improvements
implemented at the intersection.  These delays are primarily due to the lack of acceptable gaps in through
traffic on Waugh Chapel Road to allow traffic to turn from the side street. Improvements that can
accommodate turning traffic, as well as bicyclists and pedestrians, without compromising traffic
operations on Waugh Chapel Road, are desired to accommodate the future demand from the build-out of
the Summerfield development. Two alternatives were sought at this intersection: 1) adding a traffic signal
and adding turn lanes on Waugh Chapel Road, and 2) installing a single-lane roundabout. The study
team explored adding a westbound exclusive left-turn lane and an eastbound right-turn lane on Waugh
Chapel Road. In December 2018, the Summerfield Village developer submitted Public Road Plans, that
include revising pavement markings on Waugh Chapel Road to include an eastbound right-turn lane and
westbound left-turn lane into the development.

New Market Lane/Wigeon Way and Waugh Chapel Road

This intersection is expected to operate at an acceptable LOS in 2040 under No-Build conditions;
however, the New Market Lane approach will operate at LOS E without further improvement. A review of
crash data at this intersection showed a history of angle crashes, which could be attributed to the
protected-permissive left-turn phasing on Waugh Chapel Road. Currently, the New Market Lane and
Wigeon Way approaches are offset and operate with split phasing to accommodate turning traffic from
both approaches. The County has received feedback from residents of Carroll’s Creek that pedestrians
encounter heavy right-turn traffic from the shopping center in the eastern crosswalk across Waugh
Chapel Road, thus making pedestrian access to the shopping center difficult.

The rightmost lane of westbound Waugh Chapel Road is designated as a mandatory right-turn lane prior
to the easternmost driveway into Carroll’s Creek and across the frontage of the development to the
intersection at Wigeon Way. Although signs indicate that the “Right Lane Must Turn Right,” the current
geometric design and marking layout may give motorists the impression that a continuous turn lane exists
from MD 3 to the signal at Wigeon Way. As a result, vehicles not desiring to enter Carroll’s Creek merge
into the westbound through lane at the traffic signal with Wigeon Way/New Market lane.

To mitigate the operational and pedestrian conflict concerns, two geometric improvements, coupled with
pedestrian signal improvements, were explored. Both alternatives include a leading pedestrian interval for
the eastern crosswalk and removal of the westbound continuous right-turn lane between Wigeon Way
and the easternmost driveway into Carroll’s Creek to mitigate potential safety concerns from the weaving
movement.

Bicycle and Pedestrian Alternatives
The County’s 2013 Pedestrian and Bicycle Master Plan identified the Village at Waugh Chapel and
Waugh Chapel South as pedestrian/bicycle attractors. It also included the construction of bicycle lanes
from Piney Orchard Parkway to MD 3 as a Tier II project and constructing a sidewalk along the south side
of the roadway from Maytime Drive to Summerfield Road as a Tier III project. Two different bicycle and
pedestrian alternatives were considered for this study: (1) a shared-use path on the south side of Waugh
Chapel Road, and (2) dedicated bike lanes on both sides of and a sidewalk on one side of Waugh Chapel
Road. Implementation of dedicated bike and pedestrian facilities through any of these measures has
been proven to provide improved accessibility and safety for non-motorized road users.
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Network Alternatives
Improvements to connectivity of the transportation network can be an effective solution to alleviate traffic
congestion on Waugh Chapel Road without adding capacity (widening) to the corridor. The study team
considered various potential vehicular connections between Waugh Chapel Towne Center and areas to
the west. The study team also explored the idea of a shared-use path connection parallel to Waugh
Chapel Road to draw bicycle traffic away from the corridor.

Waugh Chapel Towne Center to Waugh Chapel Road Connections

During the course of the study, the team determined that it would be desirable to provide an alternative
for traffic destined to/from Waugh Chapel Towne Center to bypass the easternmost portion of Waugh
Chapel Road between Summerfield Road and MD 3. The Waugh Chapel Development Master Sketch
Plan shows two connections that would extend to Waugh Chapel Road. One connects to Summerfield
Road that purposely was not made as a direct connection to existing Evergreen Road in order to deter
through traffic. In August 2018, the County Recorded Plat 361/0037, prepared by Waugh Chapel Towne
Centre II – Phase 2A (see Figure 1), that provides the intended connection via Evergreen Road and
Brickhead Road to Summerfield Road. The other connection shown in the Waugh Chapel Development
Master Sketch Plan extends from Brickhead Road to Waugh Chapel Road, west of the existing power line
easement. This connection has not yet moved forward in the development process, and there are no
additional details available.

Figure 1. Summerfield Road Connection to Brickhead Road/Evergreen Road (Source: Plat 0361/0037)
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Evergreen Road Extension to Strawberry Lake Way

This network alternative proposes a new roadway connection that extends the current Evergreen Road to
Strawberry Lake Way following the alignment in Figure 2. West of the Evergreen Road commercial
development, the new alignment follows the residential portion of Evergreen Road, dissects the Reliable
Concrete Plant, and then follows the edge of Odenton Park (GORC) before it ties into Strawberry Lake
Way. The County’s Department of Recreation and Parks (DPR) has indicated that GORC has covenants
that would not allow the proposed roadway. As a result, such a connection would require a conversion of
parkland, which the Department may not support. As a result, DPR would be more inclined for the
connection to be made further to the south on Strawberry Lake Way.

Figure 2. Evergreen Road Extension Concept (Source: Ronald W Johnson Associates, Inc.)

Shared-use Path

A shared-use path also was considered to serve bicyclists and pedestrians following the Evergreen Road
Extension alignment that connects to Strawberry Lake Way. This path would be parallel, but not
immediately adjacent, to Waugh Chapel Road. The goal would be to encourage bicycle and pedestrian
activity on the trail instead of within the Waugh Chapel Road traveled way. This could even further
improve safety by encouraging bike use farther from motorized traffic. The study team envisioned that the
alternative route could be designed to serve bicyclists and pedestrians as an initial phase, with the
potential to serve vehicular traffic in the future, if needed.
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ALTERNATIVES SCREENING ANALYSIS

The preliminary improvement concepts were refined and consolidated into two improvement alternatives,
Alternative B and C, in addition to Alternative A (No-Build), with the exception of the Waugh Chapel Road
/ Macmullen Drive intersection, where a third alternative (Alternative D) was developed. A detailed
description of each improvement alternative and the anticipated benefit and impact are provided in
Appendix A. The benefit and impact provided the basis for the screening analysis using the measures of
effectiveness and criteria agreed upon by the study team.

Screening Analysis Scoring
The study team developed screening criteria with weighted importance assigned to each measure. These
criteria were then used as a tool to assess the relative ability of each alternative to address the issues
identified in the purpose and need statement. The screening criteria and importance (weighted by a score
of 1 to 3, with 3 being the highest) were:

§ Safety (3)
§ Speed management (3)
§ Pedestrian/Bicycle access (3)
§ Level of stress (bicycle facility) (3)
§ Ease of implementation (2)
§ Right-of-way and utility relocation (2)
§ Ease of access (to/from side streets) (2)
§ Level of service (traffic operations) (1)

Table 2 shows a summary of the screening analysis based on the selected criteria. The detailed score
calculations for the screening analysis are provided in Appendix B.
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Table 2: Alternative Study Screening
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3 3 3 2 2 2 1
Alternative A No Build 1.5 1.5 1.5 2.0 2.0 1.0 0.5 9.5

Alternative B Turn lane and signal phasing improvement 3.0 1.5 1.5 2.0 2.0 1.0 0.5 11.0

Alternative C Single-Lane Roundabout 3.0 3.0 1.5 0.0 0.0 2.0 0.0 9.5
Alternative A No Build 1.5 1.5 0.0 2.0 2.0 1.0 0.5 8.0

Alternative B Signal phasing and timing improvement 3.0 1.5 0.0 2.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 9.5
Alternative A No Build 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.0 2.0 1.0 0.0 5.0
Alternative B Traffic signal and turn lanes 3.0 1.5 3.0 1.0 0.0 2.0 1.0 10.5

Alternative C Two-Lane Roundabout 3.0 3.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 2.0 1.0 11.0
Alternative D Green-T 3.0 1.5 1.5 2.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 11.0
Alternative A No Build 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.0 2.0 0.0 0.0 4.0
Alternative B Traffic signal and turn lanes 3.0 1.5 3.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 1.0 11.5
Alternative C Single-Lane Roundabout 3.0 3.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 2.0 0.0 11.0
Alternative A No Build 0.0 1.5 1.5 2.0 2.0 1.0 0.5 8.0

Alternative B Intersection geometric and signal phasing
improvement

3.0 1.5 3.0 1.0 2.0 2.0 0.0 12.5

Alternative C
Intersection geometric and signal phasing
improvement 3.0 1.5 3.0 1.0 2.0 2.0 0.5 12.5

Alternative A
Evergreen Road - Strawberry Lake Way to
Jackson Road 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.5 7.5

Alternative B Summerfield Road 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.5 7.5

3 3 3 2 2 2 3

Alternative A Shared-Use 3.0 0.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 2.0 3.0 11.0

Alternative B On-Road Bike Lane and Sidewalk 3.0 0.0 3.0 1.0 0.0 2.0 1.5 10.5

Category Weighting

Multimodal Connections

Category Weighting

Maytime Drive

New Connections

Symphony Lane/Silver Run

Alternatives

Macmullen Drive/Silver Way

Summerfield

New Market Lane/Wigeon
Way
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The concepts that were deemed lower priority or less feasible, based on the screening, include the
following:

§ Adding a westbound right-turn lane at the Waugh Chapel Road / Maytime Drive intersection. This
concept has considerable impact to the natural and built environments. It would be difficult to
accommodate potential bicycle and pedestrian facilities within the existing ROW. Operations at
this intersection do not justify a right-turn lane.

§ Changing the northbound/southbound traffic signal phasing at the Symphony Lane/Silver Way
intersection to split phasing. This concept will add notable delay to Waugh Chapel Road during
both peak and off-peak periods. Upon review of the traffic volumes and the roadway network, it
appears that residents to the north are already using Maytime Drive during peak hours as the
primary access point, given the low southbound traffic volumes on Silver Way.

§ Restricting right-turn-on-red (RTOR) for eastbound Waugh Chapel Road during the AM peak
period at the Symphony Lane/Silver Way intersection. This concept would increase eastbound
through and right-turn queues, although queues do not impact Maytime Drive intersection. It also
would reduce the efficiency of eastbound traffic turning right with low opposing southbound
through volume.

Intersection concepts carried forward, based on the results of the screening:

Maytime Drive

§ Alternative B (provide pavement markings on the northbound approach to provide an exclusive
left-turn lane and a shared through/right-turn lane) is easier to implement and offers safety
benefits without jeopardizing operations.

§ Alternative C (roundabout) has lower score than Alternative B due to its large footprint (impact to
built and environmental features), poor LOS, and higher degree of difficulty to implement. It still
provides marked safety benefits, and therefore was considered as an intersection alternative.

Symphony Lane

§ Alternative B (signal phasing and timing improvements) offers safety and operational benefits
without negative impacts to other criteria. Instead of restricting eastbound RTOR, a protected
right-turn signal phase, restricting right turns on red while the westbound left-turn phase operates,
was considered given the angle crash history increases at the intersection.

Macmullen Drive

§ Alternatives B (traffic signal and turn lanes) mitigates the access issues from the side street and
mainline left turns.

§ Alternative C (roundabout) operates at LOS F during the PM peak with a single lane, which is
attributable to the projected high traffic volume in the westbound direction in year 2040; therefore,
a two-lane roundabout would be needed and was advanced to the alternative analysis stage.

§ Alternative D (Continuous-Green-T) mitigates access issues from the side street while allowing
for uninterrupted westbound traffic flow on Waugh Chapel Road, with benefits from restricting left-
turn movements into and out of Silver Way. This alternative reduces the number of conflict points
at the intersection, but permissible left turns into and out of Chapel Creek Village still need to wait
for gaps in through traffic on Waugh Chapel Road.
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Summerfield Road

§ Alternative B (traffic signal) mitigates the conflict issues from the side street and mainline left
turns. The signalized intersection provides sufficient capacity to both mainline and side streets.

§ Alternative C (roundabout) operates at LOS F during the PM peak in year 2040 and cannot
provide sufficient capacity for westbound travel in the PM peak. It still provides marked safety
benefits, and therefore was considered as an intersection alternative.

New Market Lane

§ Both alternatives B and C involve improving the geometry and signal phasing at the intersection.
Alternative B shows an increase in delay during the Saturday peak, which is attributable to the
safety improvements (e.g. leading pedestrian interval, elimination of permissive phase for
westbound left-turn etc.).

§ Alternative C provides more capacity for the northbound approach (New Market Lane) out of
Waugh Chapel shopping center and operates at a LOS comparable to No-Build conditions yet
provides additional safety benefits over the No-Build condition.

FUTURE TRAFFIC OPERATIONS RESULTS

Future (2040) Intersection Volumes
Intersection turning volumes were developed for 2040 No-Build conditions, as described in the Existing
Conditions Report. It was assumed that the network connections previously discussed are excluded from
the intersection alternative analysis such that a more conservative (high) traffic forecast is used for the
intersection improvement analysis. The 2040 intersection volumes are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4.
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Figure 3. 2040 Weekday AM and PM Peak Hour Intersection Volumes
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Figure 4. 2040 Saturday Peak Hour Intersection Volumes
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Signal Warrant Analysis
A signal warrant analysis was performed using the projected 2040 traffic conditions at the two
unsignalized intersections of Waugh Chapel Road at Silver Way / Macmullen Drive and at Summerfield
Road. The findings of the signal warrant analysis are summarized as follows.

Silver Way/Macmullen Drive

Year-2040 traffic volumes do not meet the volume warrants for a traffic signal, per the MdMUTCD. This is
primarily due to the low volumes on the side streets. However, safety remains a concern at this
intersection due to the lack of adequate gaps for left-turn movements. Westbound left-turning traffic
blocks the westbound through movement when waiting for gaps to turn, which may be a contributing
factor in the occurrence of rear-end crashes at the intersection. As traffic demand grows, this could
become more prevalent. The signal warrant analysis worksheet is provided in Appendix D.

Summerfield Road

A traffic signal is warranted at this intersection under year-2040 volumes. The projected volumes on the
side street upon the completion of the Summerfield community development are sufficiently high that the
combination of mainline Waugh Chapel Road and side street volumes meet the minimum criteria for a
sufficient number of hours throughout the day per the MdMUTCD. From a safety standpoint, a traffic
signal will help mitigate potential left-turn conflicts as both left-turn and through volumes grow in 2040.

Traffic Analysis Methodology
Traffic analyses were performed using Synchro© (version 9), a macroscopic analysis tool that uses
Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) methodologies to calculate operational performance at signalized and
unsignalized intersections. Highway Capacity Software© (HCS) was used to analyze operational
performance for the two mid-block segments where volume and speed data were collected. The following
measures of effectiveness (MOE) were considered for this study:

§ Movement/approach/overall intersection delay;
§ Movement/approach/overall intersection LOS; and
§ 95th-percentile movement/approach queues, based on Synchro HCM outputs
§ Roadway segment LOS

HCM defines LOS for signalized and unsignalized intersections as a function of average vehicle delay.
LOS may be calculated per movement or per approach for any intersection configuration, but overall
intersection LOS is only defined for signalized and all-way stop-controlled intersections. Overall
intersection LOS is not reported for two-way stop-controlled intersections. Table 3 summarizes the LOS
designations for both signalized and unsignalized intersections based on vehicle delay. The future
conditions LOS, delay, and queuing analyses for the AM, PM, and Saturday peak hours are discussed in
the following sections.
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Table 3: LOS and Delay Thresholds

Level of
Service
(LOS)

Signalized
Delay

(seconds)

Unsignalized
Delay (seconds)

General Description

A ≤ 10 0-10 Free flow
B > 10− 20 >10-15 Stable flow (slight delays)
C > 20− 35 >15-25 Stable flow (acceptable delays)

D > 35− 55 >25-35
Approaching unstable flow (tolerable delay,

occasionally wait through more than one
signal cycle before proceeding)

E > 55− 80 >35-50 Unstable flow (intolerable delay)

F > 80 >50 Forced flow (congested and queues fail to
clear)

In addition to the LOS and delay MOEs, 95th-percentile queues per movement were also evaluated. 95th-
percentile queues are particularly useful for traffic operation evaluations, as they represent the maximum
queue lengths that are anticipated 95% of the time at each location while removing potential outliers that
may skew the analysis results.

SIDRA (version 7) was used to analyze traffic operations for the proposed roundabout concepts. SIDRA
evaluates the traffic operations at each intersection in an isolated environment considering geometric
elements, such as lane geometry, center island and roadway radii, advisory speeds, and vehicle volumes
and distribution characteristics. The analysis provides a macroscopic evaluation of roundabout operations
independent of network conditions upstream or downstream of the roundabout. LOS values are based on
the SIDRA standards and methodologies and not HCM.

Intersection Analysis Results
The intersection delay and LOS results for Alternatives B and C for each intersection are summarized in
Table 4, along with the No-Build results. Detailed delays, LOS results, and queue lengths by movement
and approach are provided in Appendix C.
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Table 4. 2040 Future Conditions Intersection Delay and LOS

Intersection
No-Build (Alternative A) Alternative B Alternative C Alternative D

AM PM SAT AM PM SAT AM PM SAT AM PM SAT
LOS (Delays: seconds/vehicle)

Waugh Chapel
Road/Maytime

Drive
B (15.4) B (17.5) B (11.6)

Revised markings and
signal improvements* Single-lane roundabout

B
(15.7)

C
(34.7)

B
(14.7)

C
(25.4)

F
(113.3)

B
(14.9)

Waugh Chapel
Road/Symphony

Lane
E (56.2) C (20.7) A (5.6)

Signal improvements*
- - -

C
(25.5)

B
(18.4) A (6.2)

Waugh Chapel
Road/Macmullen

Drive

Excessive
delay on

side
streets

Excessive
delay on

side
streets

Excessive
delay on

side
streets

Revised markings and
signal improvements* Two-lane roundabout Continuous-Green-T

B
(15.3)

D
(46.3)

B
(10.8) A (0.1) A (0.1) A (0.1) C

(22.7)
F

(70.4)
C

(17.5)

Waugh Chapel
Road/Summerfield

Road

Excessive
delay on

side
streets

Excessive
delay on

side
streets

Excessive
delay on

side
streets

Revised markings and
signal improvements* Single-lane roundabout

B
(15.7)

C
(34.7)

B
(14.7) A (4.1) F (54.2) A (3.8)

Waugh Chapel
Road/New Market

Lane
B (15.5) C (25.4) C (28.7)

Geometric and signal
improvements

Geometric and signal
improvements*

B
(17.4)

C
(29.8)

D
(42.3)

B
(16.6) C (26.4) C

(31.5)
General note: Roundabout LOS and delay based on SIDRA method not HCM;

*Recommended preferred alternative
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Maytime Drive

The alternatives primarily aim to address concerns related to left-turn conflicts since there are no notable
traffic operational issues that need to be addressed. Alternative B (provide pavement markings on the
northbound approach to provide an exclusive left-turn lane and a shared through/right-turn lane) provides
safety benefits without significantly increasing delay. Alternative C (roundabout) provides speed
management opportunities but fails to maintain traffic operations at acceptable LOS during PM peak in
2040.

Symphony Lane

The optimized signal timing under Alternative B provides a benefit to traffic operations over the 2040 No-
Build condition in 2040 in AM peak. The signal design for a protected right-turn phase functions similarly
to allowing right-turn-on-red currently from a capacity point of view while mitigating the potential conflicts
between heavy eastbound right turns and westbound left turns in the morning peak.

Macmullen Drive

All three alternatives, Alternative B (traffic signal), Alternative C (two-lane roundabout), and Alternative D
(Continuous-Green-T), provide improvements over No-Build conditions for the side streets, mitigating
access issues for the side streets and mainline left turns. Alternative C (single-lane roundabout) operates
at LOS F and results in substantial queuing on westbound Waugh Chapel Road during the PM peak,
which is attributable to the projected high demand in the westbound direction. Without additional network
connection improvements and subsequent traffic volume diversion from Waugh Chapel Road, a single-
lane roundabout will not provide sufficient capacity for the Waugh Chapel Road mainline under year-2040
forecasted volumes. Therefore, a two-lane roundabout was proposed for alternative analysis and
comparison. The two-lane roundabout concept has two variations in pavement markings: 1) full striping:
two-lane through movements in each direction with one circulating lane and 2) partial striping: two-lane
through movements for the westbound direction, one-lane through movement for the eastbound direction,
and one circulating lane. Both lane configurations would provide sufficient capacity for mainline through
traffic in the AM and PM peak periods. From a design perspective, the desirable configuration would be a
a full two-lane roundabout; however, the full impact to the built and natural environment would need to be
assessed as part of a future effort. Under Alternative D (Continuous-Green-T), traffic exiting Chapel Creek
Village on Macmullen Drive experiences high delays in the PM peak due to high conflicting eastbound
through volumes.

Summerfield Road

Both Alternative B and Alternative C provide marked improvement over No-Build conditions, mitigating
access concerns for side-street mainline left-turn traffic. Alternative C (roundabout) operates at LOS F
during the PM peak and cannot provide sufficient capacity for westbound travel in PM peak. The
signalized intersection provides sufficient capacity on the mainline and overall intersection operations,
while the side street (Summerfield Development) would experience high delays (LOS E) during the PM
and Saturday peak.

New Market Lane

Alternative B shows an increase in delay during the Saturday peak, which is attributable to the safety
improvements (e.g. leading pedestrian interval, elimination of permissive phase for westbound left-turn
movement). Alternative C provides more capacity for the northbound approach (New Market Lane) out of
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Waugh Chapel shopping center and operates at a LOS comparable to No-Build conditions yet provides
additional safety benefits over the No-Build condition.

Roadway Segment Analysis (HCS)
The roadway segment analysis for year-2040 conditions was provided in the Existing Conditions Report
and is summarized in Table 3 below. The future traffic forecast for the link volumes assumes the same
traffic demand volumes for No-Build and Build alternatives since there is no added lane capacity
proposed for Waugh Chapel Road. Network connection alternatives were excluded from the roadway
segment analysis at this time due to limitations of the Baltimore Metropolitan Council (BMC) travel
demand model related to the Summerfield connection (discussed in the next section) and the disturbance
of parkland associated with a future Evergreen connection.

All three segments operate at LOS E in both the AM and PM peaks. The peak-hour demand on Waugh
Chapel Road is projected to be heavy for a two-lane roadway.

Table 5: 2040 No-Build HCS Two-Lane Peak Hour LOS Results

Peak
Hour Direction

Segment 1 Segment 2 Segment 3

Maytime Drive to
Symphony Lane

Symphony Lane to
Silver Way /

Macmullen Drive

Silver Way /
Macmullen Drive to
Summerfield Road

AM
Eastbound E E E
Westbound E E E

PM
Eastbound E E E
Westbound E E E

*Speed data from segments 1 and 3 were used to estimate the segment 2 speeds for the HCS analysis.

NETWORK ALTERNATIVE ANALYSIS
Using the year-2040 BMC regional travel demand model (Version 44C) acquired during the existing
conditions phase of this study (See Existing Conditions Report, May 2018), the study team added new
roadway connections to the BMC model to test diversions from Waugh Chapel Road to alternative
network connections. The two network alternative connections evaluated were: 1) Evergreen Road to
Strawberry Lake Way and 2) Summerfield Road to Waugh Chapel Shopping Center.

The roadway network changes in the BMC model with the Evergreen Road connection assume the
following conditions:

§ Evergreen Road provides a connection between Strawberry Lake Parkway and existing
Evergreen Road west of MD 3.

§ Evergreen is a two-lane collector road
§ Speed limit on Evergreen Road is 25 mph

Based on the changes in model daily volumes shown in Figure 5, traffic diversion patterns are
summarized as follows.

§ The Evergreen Road extension diverts traffic from MD 175 and Patuxent Road / Conway Road in
addition to Waugh Chapel Road

§ The amount of daily traffic diverted from the three parallel roadway facilities is comparable
§ 2,900 vehicles diverted from MD 175
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§ 2,440 vehicles diverted from Waugh Chapel Road (primarily traffic from west of the study
area that currently uses Waugh Chapel Road to access MD 3)

§ 2,300 vehicles diverted from Patuxent Road / Conway Road (average)
§ The Strawberry Lake Way daily volume increases by 4,000 vehicles north of the Evergreen Road

connection and 3,600 vehicles south of the connection
§ There is little-to-no induced demand on the new facility

Figure 5. 2040 Daily Volumes - Evergreen Road Extension

The results from the Summerfield Road connection model run show that the BMC model is not able to
calculate any volume diversion because of the large traffic analysis zone (TAZ) (#490 shown in Figure 5)
used to represent the entire area south of Waugh Chapel Road between Strawberry Lake Way and MD 3.
A TAZ represents a geographic boundary of potential future land use. Vehicular trip generation and
attraction is developed at the TAZ level and assigned via the centroid connectors that link the TAZ
centroid to the adjacent roadway network. Because this area includes future residential and commercial
development, further refinement of TAZs and centroid connections, as part of a separate effort, are
needed to improve the traffic loading in the model to obtain relevant resulting traffic volumes.
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Chapter 3 Preferred Alternatives and Cost Estimate
Several alternatives were screened and evaluated to accommodate future traffic conditions. As described
in the previous section, there were various criteria considered, including pedestrian and bicycle access,
safety, speed management, and operations. After reviewing the results of the screening process,
discussions with the County, and public comment, the following are the preferred alternatives:

· Maytime Drive – northbound approach restriping and signal phasing improvements
· Symphony Lane/Silver Way – timing adjustments and potential protected right turn arrow
· McMullen Drive/Silver Way – will be completed after public meeting
· Summerfield Road – install a traffic signal
· New Market Lane/Wigeon Way – install intersection geometric and signal phasing improvements

(either alternative B or C)

Figures will be provided in this section in an updated report after the public meeting to provide high-level
conceptual design layouts for each preferred alternative, planning level cost estimates, and project
benefits summaries.
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Chapter 4 Prioritization of Improvements and Next Steps

PRIORITIZATION
Preferred alternative improvements will be broken into short-term, mid-term, and long-term actions in an
updated version of this report after the public meeting.  These priorities will be based on several factors,
including, but not limited to, design and construction complexity, cost, environmental and utility impacts,
and public input.

NEXT STEPS
After the final report is completed, the County will use the recommendations of the final report to identify
potential projects to move forward for implementation based on the County’s priorities and funding
opportunities.


